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Agenda 1: Opening of the meeting 
Mr. Pongsuthana, the convenor, has mission and unable to join this meeting. Mr. Tharanamai, the 
secretary, takes action as the substituting convener for this meeting. 
Mr. Tharanamai welcomes the participants and opens the meeting.  
 
 
Agenda 2: Roll call of the participants  
A brief roll call is performed, the participants introducing themselves. 
 
 
Agenda 3: Approval of the agenda  
The agenda is approved without any amendment. 
 
 
Agenda 4: Discussion of the outline  
Mr. Tharanamai prepared outline presentations on OGC for Upstream area issues.  
 
Scope, References and Definitions 

To cover OGC application in both fiscal and allocation metering 
 

Sampling and Conditioning 
Sampling probes and conditioning unit design to address liquid carry over and condensing issues. 
-     Refer ISO 10715, Sampling guideline 
-     Sampling: probe selection, installed location, ensure the sampling is gas phase 
-     Conditioning: pressure regulator, filter, protect liquid carry over, heat trace, fast loop, sampling lag      
 time 

 
OGC selection criteria 

Following selection criteria to be considered 
- Analysis components: at least C6+, optional for C7+, C9+ 
- Standard gas: refer to ISO 6142 
- BTU uncertainty: (example) +/- 1 BTU per 1000 BTU (0.1%)  
- Backup Unit (Optional): either second OGC or sampling bomb 



- Carrier change over system, to reduce chance of carrier gas empty 
- Heated cabinet for Standard gas (optional)  

 
OGC performance verification 
       Acceptance test (Site acceptance test) 

-      Base line check (by inject carrier gas)  
-  Calibration, check RF and RT deviation (example RF deviation within +/- 1%) 
-  Linear regression between Log MW and Log RF(Hydrocarbon components)  
-  Repeatability check (refer ISO 6974)  
-  Reproducibility check (use other than standard gas)  
-  Day/Night effect check 

 
Periodically verification 
-  As found run (analyze standard gas by inject through sampling line to verify whole OGC including  
 sampling system) 
- Base line run 
- Calibration (last 2 of 3 runs)  check RF and RT deviation 
- Linear regression between Log MW and Log RF(Hydrocarbon components)  
- Repeatability check 

 
OGC alarm and diagnostic 

•   Available chromatogram of last calibration and last analysis  
•   Available of analysis result for at least (example) 7 days 
•   Alarm for un-normalized total, Max-Min BTU, Max-Min of each gas component, OGC failure 

 
Data handling during OGC failure 

•  During OGC failure, the gas density and calorific value to be determined by following options, 
however, the selected option should be mutual agreement between gas seller and buyer 

-  Last good value  
-  Average data from last period (example last 24 hours – the historical of gas property need to be 

considered for the period of averaging data)  
-  Use back up data from back up GC, if applicable  
-  Use back up data from auto sampler, if applicable, to be analyzed by Laboratory 

 
There are comments from participants as below; 

- Questions the difference between this NWIP and ISO6974 
- The additional topic of quality control by the determination of the validity of the calibration gas 
- Safety concern 
- The scope of TR to be covered the analysis methodology 

Mr.Tharanamai clarifies as following; 
- The NWIP is different from ISO6974, and SC3/WG4 will further discuss with SC1/WG17 

convenor 
- The calibration gas validation and safety concern will take in to account 
- The scope of TR will not cover analysis methodology, but will focus on the application, selection, 

installation and verification 
 
 
Agenda 5: Any other business  
 
The next progress is informed 
The outline of NWIP and draft will be circulated by the working group in December 2008 for experts 
nomination and further comment. 
The possible meeting for experts discussion will be convened after receive information from SC3 
secretariat.   
The subsequence meeting shall take place in conjunction with the annual ISO/TC 193 meeting in 2009. 
 



 
Agenda 6: End of the meeting  
Mr. Tharanamai thanks for the participants for their valuable contributions and closes the meeting. 
 
 
 


